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PRIME FILTERS IN MV-ALGEBRAS II
COLIN G. BAILEY
Abstract. In this document we consider the prime and maximal spectra of an MV-algebra
with certain natural operations. Several new MV-algebras are constructed in this fashion.
1. Introduction
In the representation theorems for MV-algebras of Martinez ([2, 3]) and Martinez &
Priestley ([4]) much use was made of the function on filters: a 7→ Fa = {z | z→ a < F }.
For a fixed lattice filter F the set {Fa | a ∈ L} was shown to be linearly ordered. In a
previous paper [1] we defined the kernel of a filter and showed how to compute the kernel
of several natural filters. In this paper we extend this analysis by generalising the definition
of kernel. We are able to show that the class of prime lattice filters of an MV-algebra
naturally decomposes into linearly ordered MV-algebras. We also relate these operations
to those defined in [2, 3] and to other natural operations.
Definition 1.1. LetF be any order filter. The set
Fa = {z | z→ a < F }
is called the subordinate ofF at a.
We will primarily be considering the case when F is prime which implies that Fa is
also a prime filter.
Definition 1.2. The kernel of an order filterF is the set
K(F ) = {z | ∀a < F z→ a < F } .
The prime spectrum of a prime implication filter P is
PSpec(P) = {F | K(F ) = P} .
We distinguish the special case of a = 0 with the notation:
F + = F0.
K(F ) is an implication filter contained in F and is prime iff F is prime. In [1] we
showed that
Proposition 1.3. If a < F then K(F ) = K(Fa).
The definition of K(F ) can clearly be generalised to the following:
Definition 1.4. IfF is any prime lattice filter and X ∩F = ∅ let
K(F ; X) =
⋂
a∈X
Fa.
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2 COLIN G. BAILEY
Clearly we have – ifK = K(F ) then
(a) K(F ; X) is a filter – as it is the intersection of filters.
(b) Fa = K(F ; {a}) for a < F ;
(c) K(F ) = K(F ;L \F );
(d) K(F ; X) depends only on X/K(F ) – as η(a) = η(b) iffFa = Fb.
(e) if X ↓= {z | ∃x1, . . . , xn ∈ X z ≤ ∨i xi} then K(F ; X) = K(F ; X ↓) – since z ≤ x
impliesFx ⊆ Fz andFa∨b is always eitherFa orFb.
Because of part (e) we need only considerK(F ; I) when I is a lattice ideal. A particular
case gives us the following definition.
Definition 1.5. LetF and G be two prime lattice filters withF ⊆ G . Then
F  G = K(F ;L \ G ).
We extend this definition to allF and G by defining
F  G = (F ∩ G ) G .
We intend to show that there are naturally defined sets of prime filters closed under this
operation, that are MV-algebras, with order being reverse inclusion.
2. Basic facts
Here are some of the easier facts about this operation.
Proposition 2.1. LetF ⊆ G . Then
F  G = {z | ∀ f ∈ F f ⊗ z ∈ G } .
Proof.
z ∈ F  G ⇐⇒ ∀a < G z→ a < F
⇐⇒ ∀a < G ∀ f ∈ F¬( f ≤ z→ a)
⇐⇒ ∀a < G ∀ f ∈ F¬( f ⊗ z ≤ a)
⇐⇒ ∀ f ∈ F z ⊗ f < L \ G
⇐⇒ ∀ f ∈ F z ⊗ f ∈ G .

Proposition 2.2. F  G ⊆ G .
Proof. As if z ∈ F  G then 1 ∈ F and so z = 1 ⊗ z ∈ G . 
Proposition 2.3. If G ⊆ F thenF  G = K(G ).
Proof. AsF  G = (F ∩ G ) G = G  G = K(G ). 
Proposition 2.4. LetF ⊆ G1 ⊆ G2. Then
F  G1 ⊆ F  G2.
Proof. Let z ∈ F  G1 and f ∈ F . Then z ⊗ f ∈ G1 and so must be in G2. 
Proposition 2.5. LetF1 ⊆ F2 ⊆ G . Then
F2  G ⊆ F1  G .
Proof. Let z ∈ F2  G and f ∈ F1. Then f ∈ F2 and so z ⊗ f ∈ G . 
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Proposition 2.6. LetF ⊆ G . Then
F  G = G +  F +.
Proof. Let z ∈ F  G and a < F +. Then ¬a ∈ F and so z⊗¬a = ¬(z→ a) ∈ G . Hence
z→ a < G +.
Thus we haveF  G ⊆ G +  F +.
And so G +  F + ⊆ F ++  G ++ = F  G . 
Proposition 2.7.
K(F ) F = F .
Proof. We have K(F ) F ⊆ F from proposition 2.2.
If f ∈ F then for any k ∈ K(F ) we have f ⊗ k ∈ F . Hence f ∈ K(F ) F . 
Proposition 2.8. LetF ,H ⊆ G . Then
F ⊆H  G iffH ⊆ F  G .
Proof. We note thatF ⊆H  G iff ∀ f ∈ F ∀h ∈H f ⊗ h ∈ G is symmetric inF and
H . 
Proposition 2.9.
F  (H  G ) =H  (F  G ).
Proof. We may assume that F ,H ⊆ G . Then we see that x ∈ F  (H  G ) iff
∀ f ∈ F ∀h ∈H (x ⊗ f ) ⊗ h ∈ G . As ⊗ is associative, this is symmetric inF andH and
so we have equality. 
2.1. Martinez’ Φ function. In [3] Martinez defined the binary function on lattice filters
Φ(F ,G ) =
⋃
f∈F
{y | f → y ∈ G } .
We note that this can be defined in terms as and •+ as (F  G +)+, as we have
z ∈ Φ(F ,G ) iff ∃ f ∈ F f → y = ¬ f ⊕ y ∈ G
iff ¬(∀ f ∈ F ¬ f ⊕ y < G )
iff ¬(∀ f ∈ F f ⊗ ¬y ∈ G +)
iff ¬(¬z ∈ F  G +)
iff ¬(z < (F  G +)+)
iff z ∈ (F  G +)+).
We note that in any MV-algebra ¬( f → ¬g) = f ⊗ g and so, in some sense, we have
Φ(F ,G ) = F ⊗ G .
3. Sensitivity to Kernels
The definition of exhibits some interesting sensitivity to kernels of the filters involved
as the next couple of results show us.
For a given implication filter P we let ηP : L → L/P denote the canonical epimorphism.
We usually omit the subscript when P is clear from context.
Definition 3.1. LetF be any filter and P any implication filter. Then
Ju(F , P) = η−1P [F /P].
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Clearly F ⊆ Ju(F , P) and Ju is prime or trivial. In [1] we showed that if P is prime
and Ju is nontrivial then
K(Ju(F , P)) = K(F ) ∨ P.
Proposition 3.2. Ju(F , P) is the smallest filterH satisfying:
(a) F ⊆H ;
(b) P ⊆ K(H ).
Proof. Let H have the two properties listed. Then F /P ⊆ H /P and so Ju(F , P) =
η−1P [F /P] ⊆ ηP[H /P] =H (as P ⊆ K(H )). 
We also need the dual notion
Jd(F , P) =
(
η−1P [F
+/P]
)+
.
As F + ⊆ Ju(F +, P) we have Jd(F , P) = Ju(F +, P)+ ⊆ F . However it may be empty.
There are certain situations where Jd produces nontrivial filters (which must be prime).
Lemma 3.3. LetF ⊆ G be two prime filters. Then
F ⊆ Jd(G ,K(F )).
Proof. LetK = K(F ).
F ⊆ G implies G + ⊆ F + and so
η−1K [G
+/K ] ⊆ η−1K [F +/K ] = F +
as K(F +) = K(F ), by proposition 1.3. HenceF ⊆ Jd(G ,K(F )). 
Proposition 3.4. Jd(F , P) is the largest filterH satisfying:
(a) H ⊆ F ;
(b) P ⊆ K(H ).
Proof. This follows from proposition 3.2 asH ⊆ F iffF + ⊆H +. 
Proposition 3.5. LetF ⊆ G be two prime lattice filters. Then
F  G = Ju(F ,K(G )) G .
Proof. The right-to-left inclusion follows fromF ⊆ J = Ju(F ,K(G )).
Conversely, if z ∈ F  G and j ∈ J we want to show that z ⊗ j ∈ G .
There is some f ∈ F with f ∼ j mod K(G ), and so z ⊗ f ∼ z ⊗ j. As z ⊗ f ∈ G and
G is closed under ∼K we have z ⊗ j ∈ G . 
Corollary 3.6. LetF ⊆ G be two prime lattice filters. Then
F  G = F  Jd(G ,K(F )).
Proof.
F  G = G +  F +
= Ju(G +,K(F +)) F +
= F  Ju(G +,K(F +))+
= F  Jd(G ,K(F ))
as K(F ) = K(F +). 
Theorem 3.7. LetF ⊆ G be two prime lattice filters. Then
F  G = Ju(F ,K(G )) Jd(G ,K(F )).
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Proof. We note that K(Jd(G ,K(F ))) = K(G ) ∨ K(F ) and so
Jd(G ,K(F )) = Jd(G ,K(G ) ∨ K(F )).
Likewise
Ju(F ,K(G )) = Ju(F ,K(G ) ∨ K(F )).
Hence we have
F  G = Ju(F ,K(G )) G
= Ju(F ,K(G )) Jd(G ,K(Ju(F ,K(G ))))
= Ju(F ,K(G )) Jd(G ,K(F ) ∨ K(G ))
= Ju(F ,K(G )) Jd(G ,K(F )).

From this theorem we see that we can largely reduce our study of to the case when
the two filters involved have the same kernel.
The next step is to compute the kernel ofF  G whenF and G have the same kernel.
We begin this by considering the interaction between and quotients.
4. Interaction with quotients
Proposition 4.1. Let F ⊆ G be two lattice filters, and Q any implication filter with Q ⊆
K(G ). Then
(F  G )/Q = (F /Q) (G /Q).
Proof. Let [z] ∈ (F  G )/Q with z ∈ F  G . Then for any [y] ∈ F /Q we can assume
that y ∈ F and so z ⊗ y ∈ G . Thus [z] ⊗ [y] = [z ⊗ y] ∈ G /Q.
Conversely, if [z] ∈ (F /Q) (G /Q) and y ∈ F , then [y] ∈ F /Q and so [z⊗y] ∈ G /Q.
Since Q ⊆ K(G ) we know that G is closed under Q-cosets and so z ⊗ y ∈ G . 
Proposition 4.2. F ⊆ G be two prime lattice filters, and Q any implication filter with
Q ⊆ K(G ) = K(F ). Then
η−1Q [F /Q G /Q] = F  G .
Proof. Note that η−1[F /Q] = F and η−1[G /Q] = G as Q ⊆ K(F ) = K(G ).
Let z ∈ η−1[F /Q  G /Q], so that [z]Q ∈ F /Q  G /Q. Choose h < G . As
Q ⊆ K(G ) this implies [h]Q < G /Q and so [z]Q → [h]Q = [z → h]Q < F /Q. As
Q ⊆ K(F ) we have z→ h < F . Hence z ∈ F  G .
Conversely, if z ∈ F  G and [h]Q < G /Q then h < G , so that z → h < F . Hence
[z]Q → [h]Q = [z→ h]Q < F /Q. Thus [z]Q ∈ F /Q G /Q. 
Corollary 4.3. F ⊆ G be two prime lattice filters with K(G ) = K(F ). Then
K(F ) ⊆ K(F  G ).
Proof. We know that P ⊆ K(H ) iff η−1P [H /P] = H for any filterH . LetK = K(F ).
Then from above we haveF  G =
η−1K [F /K  G /K ] = η
−1
K [(F  G )/K ]. 
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5. The kernel ofF  G
Theorem 5.1. LetF ⊆ G be two prime filters with K(F ) = K(G ). Then
K(F  G ) = K(F ).
Proof. LetK = K(F ).
Let K ( P for some implication filter P. We show that K(F  G ) is properly
contained in P. As we already know that K(F ) ⊆ K(F  G ) this gives the result.
As P properly extendsK there are P-cosets S ,T such that
T ∩F , ∅ , T \F
and S ∩ G , ∅ , S \ G .
Pick b ∈ S \ G and a ∈ T ∩F . Then a → b < F  G as b < G but (a → b) → b =
a ∨ b ∈ F .
Now pick b′ ∈ S ∩ G and a′ ∈ T \F .
Now either b′ <K a′ or a′ <K b′.
In the former case we consider that any c <K G then c <K b′ and we have (a′ →
b′) → c′ <K (a′ → b′) → b′ = a′ ∨ b′ ∼K a′ < F . Hence (a′ → b′) → c < F and so
a′ → b′ ∈ F  G .
As a→ b and a′ → b′ are in the same P-coset we see thatF  G is not closed under
∼P.
Now the other case – we are forced to take a′ <K b′. Therefore b′ = a′ ∨ b′ > a′ as
a′ <K b′. Then we get a′ → b′ = 1 ∈ F  G and see that we have a P-coset that is both
in and out ofF  G . 
Because this always works we may assume that K = {1} and we are working in a
linearly ordered MV-algebra. This simplifies things a lot. However the case where L is
discrete is very easy to understand. Before we consider this case we need some technical
results on convexity.
6. Convexity
In what follows we often need to find an element of the algebra with certain order prop-
erties that also satisfies some equation. In order to do this we often appeal to a convexity
argument that works provided we know suitable bounds and that sets of interest are convex.
To that end we have the following technical facts.
Lemma 6.1. If C is a convex set and a ∈ L then {z→ a | z ∈ C} is convex.
Proof. There are three cases:
Case 1: C < a in which case the set contains only 1.
Case 2: a < C. Let p→ a < y < q→ a for some p, q ∈ C. Then q = (q→ a)→ a ≤ y→
a ≤ p = (p→ a)→ a and so y→ a ∈ C. Hence y = (y→ a)→ a.
Case 3: a ∈ C. So let p > a and p→ a < y < 1 = a→ a – any other possibility is like the
last case. Then 1 → a = a ≤ y → a ≤ (p → a) → a = p so again y → a ∈ C. If
y→ a = 1 then a ≤ p→ a < y ≤ a which is impossible.
Hence y = (y→ a)→ a is in the set.

The next lemma is immediate.
Lemma 6.2. If C is a convex set and a ∈ L then {¬z | z ∈ C} is convex.
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Lemma 6.3. If C is a convex set and a ∈ L then {z ⊗ a | z ∈ C} is convex.
Proof. z ⊗ a = ¬(z→ ¬a) so we can combine the last two results to get this. 
7. The discrete case
Definition 7.1. A discrete point is a point a with an immediate successor or an immediate
predecessor.
It is easy to show the following propositions.
Proposition 7.2. If L has a discrete point then 0 has a successor c.
Proposition 7.3. If 0 has successor c then a ⊕ c is the successor of every a < 1 and a 	 c
is the predecessor of every a > 0.
Theorem 7.4. If L is discrete andF is a filter with K(F ) = {1} thenF is principal.
Proof. IfF is nonprincipal, and a ∈ F then we must have a 	 c ∈ F and so ¬c ∈ K(F )
– where c is the successor of 0. 
Thus in the discrete case, the set of filters we are interested in are exactly the principal
ones and so the collection of these filters is isomorphic to L.
Hence we will assume that L is non-discrete.
8. The non-discrete Case
In this case we are really considering filters as cuts and we will set up the usual equiva-
lence of cuts between ]p, 1] and [p, 1]. We cannot get a good theory if we take all cuts but
things work well if we restrict ourselves to cuts with the same kernel. In that case we get
an MV-algebra using and •+.
There is really only one axiom that is hard to check and we will work on it indirectly.
In what follows we will assume that we are working in a linearly ordered MV-algebra and
all filters have kernel {1}.
Lemma 8.1.
F  ]0, 1] = F +.
Proof.
x ∈ F  ]0, 1] iff ∀g <]0, 1] x→ x < F
iff x→ 0 = ¬x < F
iff x ∈ F +.

Lemma 8.2. LetF1 ⊆ F2 and |F2 \F1| ≥ 2. Then
F1  F2 , {1} .
Proof. Let f1 < f2 ∈ F2 \F1. Then f2 → f1 ∈ F1  F2 as if g < F2 then g < f1 and so
( f2 → f1)→ g ≤ ( f2 → f1)→ f1 = f2 < F1. As f2 → f1 < 1 we have the result. 
Proposition 8.3. LetF1 ⊆ F2 and |F2 \F1| ≥ 2. Then for any filter G containingF2
F1  G , F2  G .
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Proof. We know thatF2  G ⊆ F1  G so we seek an element of the latter that is not
in the former.
We can assume that G ,]0, 1] – as in that case we have F1  G = F +1 , F
+
2 =
F2  G , by lemma 8.1.
Let a1 < a2 inF2 \F1. Now for any g ∈ G \F2 we have ai → g ∈ F1  G – since if
h < G then we have h < g and so (ai → g)→ h < (ai → g)→ g = ai < F1.
We know that a2 → a1 < 1 is not inK(G ) and so we can find g ∈ G with g′ = g⊗ (a2 →
a1) < G .
If g′ = 0 then pick 0 < g′′ < G and using the fact that C = [a1, 1] \ F1 is convex,
then {g ⊗ (z→ a1) | z ∈ C} is also convex, it contains 0 and g = g ⊗ (a1 → a1) and so must
contain g′′.
Thus we may assume that a2 is chosen so that g′ > 0. Now g ⊗ (a2 → a1) > 0 implies
(a2 → a1) > ¬g and so
(a2 → a1) = (¬g) ⊕ ((a2 → a1) 	 (¬g))
= (¬g) ⊕ ((a2 → a1) ⊗ g)
= g→ g′.
We now have a2 → g ∈ F1  G and we want to show that it is not in F2  G . In
fact we have a1 ≤ (a2 → g)→ g′ as
a1 ≤ (a2 → g)→ g′ iff a2 → g ≤ a1 → g′
iff (a1 → g′)→ g ≤ a2
but
(a1 → g′)→ g = (g→ g′)→ a1
= (a2 → a1)→ a1
= a2.

The “associativity” axiom is the most difficult to establish. Here is the easy half.
Lemma 8.4. LetF ⊆ G . Then
F ⊆ (F  G ) G .
Proof. It suffices to show that
F ⊆ (F  G )a
for all a < G .
Let z ∈ F and a < G – and so a < z. If z → a ∈ F  G then z → a ∈ Fa, ie
z ∨ a = z < F – contradiction. 
8.1. The principal and coprincipal cases. It is somewhat important to eliminate the
casesF = [p, 1] andF =]p, 1] from consideration but we still need to know what happens
for such filters.
Lemma 8.5.
]p, 1]+ = [¬p, 1].
Proof. x ∈]p, 1]+ iff ¬x <]p, 1] iff ¬x ≤ p iff ¬p ≤ x so that ]p, 1]+ = [¬p, 1]. 
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Proposition 8.6. Let 0 < p < q < 1. Then
]q, 1] ]p, 1] = [q→ p, 1].
Proof. First we observe that q→ p is actually in.
If z <≤ p then (q→ p)→ z ≤ (q→ p)→ p = q and so (q→ p)→ z <]q, 1].
If b < q→ p then q = (q→ p)→ p < b→ p and so b→ p ∈]q, 1]. 
Proposition 8.7. Let 0 ≤ p < q ≤ 1. Then
[q, 1] ]p, 1] =]q→ p, 1].
Proof. First we show that q → p is not in [q, 1] ]p, 1] as p <]p, 1] but q = (q → p) →
p ∈ [q, 1].
If z > q→ p then z→ p < q = (q→ p)→ p and so z→ p < [q, 1]. 
Proposition 8.8. Suppose that 0 < p ≤ q < 1. Then
|q, 1] [p, 1] = [q→ p, 1]
where |q, 1] can be either ]q, 1] or [q, 1].
Proof. Let k < q→ p. We want to show that there is some f > q with k ⊗ f < p.
We note that p ≤ q implies q ⊗ (q→ p) = p. Now if every f > q has p < f ⊗ k then we
get q ⊗ k < q ⊗ (q → p) = p < f ⊗ k, which implies the set {s ⊗ k | s ≥ q} is not convex.
Hence there is some f > q with f ⊗ k = p.
Now we can find q < f ′ < f and so f ′ ⊗ k < f ⊗ k = p.
Finally we have q → p ∈ |q, 1]  [p, 1] as if h < p then (q → p) → h < (q → p) →
p = q and so (q→ p)→ h < |q, 1]. 
Corollary 8.9. If 0 < p < 1 then
]p, 1] [p, 1] = {1} .
8.2. The general case. Combining several of the above results, we get the following the-
orem on filter equivalence.
Theorem 8.10. F  G = {1} iff G ⊆ F or G = [g, 1],F =]g, 1].
Proof. We know that the right side implies the left from proposition 8.6 and proposi-
tion 2.3.
We also know that ifF  G = {1} then |G \F | < 2 and so is either zero (ie G ⊆ F )
or one.
In the latter case if g ∈ G \F then G = [g, 1] andF =]g, 1]. 
Corollary 8.11.
F  G , {1} iff |G \F | ≥ 2.
9. Cuts
Now we are set to define our basic equivalence relation on filters and show that this
naturally produces an MV-algebra.
Definition 9.1. LetF and G be two filters in L. Then
F ≡ G iffF  G = G  F = {1} .
As is usual with cuts (recallQ giving rise toR) we have thatF ≡ G iffF and G differ
by at most one point. This is also true here, as we show below. First we establish that ≡ is
a congruence relation.
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Theorem 9.2. ≡ is an equivalence relation on filters.
Proof. Reflexive is given byF  F = K(F ) = {1}.
Symmetry is built into the definition.
It remains to prove transitivity, which we take care of in the following lemma. 
Lemma 9.3. LetF  G = G  H = {1}. ThenF  H = {1}.
Proof. From above we know that G ⊆ F or G = [g, 1],F =]g, 1].
Now if H ⊆ G then either H = G in which case F  H = F  G = {1} or
H ⊆ F , in which case we also haveF  H = {1}.
IfH = [h, 1] and G =]h, 1] then the cases are:
Case 1: G = F and thenF  H = G  H = {1};
Case 2: G is a proper subset ofF in which caseH ⊆ F ;
Case 3: G = [g, 1] andF =]g, 1]. But now g is the successor of h – contradicting the fact
there are no discrete points.

In order to show that ≡ is a congruence relation, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 9.4. LetF  G = {1}. Then (G  H ) (F  H ) = {1} for any filterH .
Proof. This is immediate if G ⊆ F as we apply proposition 2.3.
So suppose that G = [g, 1],F =]g, 1].
IfH =]h, 1] we apply propositions 8.6 and 8.7 to get the result. Hence we may assume
thatH is not coprincipal.
We first show that F  H and G  H cannot differ by two points. Suppose that
a1 < a2 are in F  G but not in G  H . Thus if h < H then ai → h < F . We know
that ai < G  H and so there exists h1, h2 <H such that ai → hi ∈ G \F = {g}. Hence
a1 → h1 = a2 → h2 = g. As a1 < a2 this means that h1 < h2. Hence a1 → h2 > a2 → h2 =
g and so a1 → h2 ∈ F – contradiction.
If the two sets differ at exactly one point then we must haveF  H = [p, 1] for some
p. We want to show that p ∈ G  H . We have p ∈ F  H and so p → h < F for all
h <H .
If p < G  H then there is some h < H with p → h = g. AsH is not coprincipal
there is some h < h′ < H . But now we have p → h = g < p → h′ and so p → h′ ∈ F –
contradiction.
So this case cannot happen, and we haveF  H = G  H . 
Theorem 9.5. ≡ is a congruence wrt •+ and • •.
Proof. AsF  G = G +  F + it is immediate thatF ≡ G impliesF + ≡ G +.
From the lemma we can deduce thatF ≡ G implies G  H ≡ F  H .
We also haveH  F ≡ H  G as F + ≡ G + and soH  F = F +  H + ≡
G +  H + =H  G .
Finally, ifF1 ≡ F2 and G1 ≡ G2 we haveF1  G1 ≡ F1  G2 ≡ F2  G2. 
Now we want to know what happens to (F  G ) G whenF ⊆ G .
We know that F ⊆ (F  G )  G from lemma 8.4 and so we have the following
corollary.
Corollary 9.6.
F  G = ((F  G ) G ) G .
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Proof. TakingF asF  G in the lemma we get LHS⊆RHS.
As F ⊆ (F  G )  G applying G to both sides reverses the inclusion and so
RHS⊆LHS. 
Proposition 9.7. LetFG = (F  G ) G . ThenF ≡ FG.
Proof. We know thatF ⊆ FG from lemma 8.4.
We also know that F  G = FG  G . The theorem then implies F  FG =
{1}. 
As usual we define ≤ byF ≤ G iffF  G = {1}. From above we know thatF ≤ G
iff G ⊆ F or G = [g, 1] andF =]g, 1].
Theorem 9.8. Let P be a prime implication filter. Let
LˆP = 〈PSpec(P)/ ≡, •+, 〉 .
Then LˆP is a linearly ordered MV-algebra.
Proof. (a) 0 =]0, 1] ≤ F ≤ 1 = {1} for allF .
(b) F ≤ G iff G + ≤ F + – by (e).
(c) F  (H  G ) =H  (F  G ) by proposition 2.9.
(d) F  F = K(F ) = 1.
(e) F  G = G +  F by proposition 2.6.
(f) IfF  G = G  F = 1 thenF ≡ G , by definition of ≡.
(g) (F  G ) → G = (G  F )  F as if F ⊆ G then (F  G ) → G ≡ F by
proposition 9.7.
And G  F = 1 and 1→ F = F by propositions 2.3 and 2.7.
(h) (F ∨ G )  H = (F  H ) ∧ (G  H ) as we are in a linear order and we have
proposition 2.5.
(i) (F ∧ G )  H = (F  H ) ∨ (G  H ) as we are in a linear order and we have
proposition 2.5.

9.1. Another look at Φ. Inside LˆP we define ⊗ in terms of and •+ as usual in MV-
algebras:
F ⊗ G = (F  G +)+.
We noted above (see subsection 2.1) that
Φ(F ,G ) = F ⊗ G .
Another natural way to define ⊗ is to use the operation of L directly and let
T (F ,G ) = { f ⊗ g | f ∈ F and g ∈ G } ↑ .
Proposition 9.9. IfF ,G are in LˆP then
T (F ,G ) = F ⊗ G .
Proof. Consider the ideal
I = {y | (y ⊕ G ∗) ∩F = ∅} .
(i) I ∩ T = ∅.
If f ∈ F and g ∈ G then f ⊗ g 3 nI as ¬g ∈ G ∗ and so
( f ⊗ g) ⊕ ¬g = ¬(¬ f ⊕ ¬g) ⊕ ¬g
= ( f → ¬g)→ ¬g
= f ∨ ¬g ∈ F .
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(ii) If y < I then y ∈ T .
If y < I then there is some g ∈ G such that y ⊕ ¬g ∈ F . But then we have g ∈ G ,
g→ y = y ⊕ ¬g ∈ F and so g ⊗ (g→ y) ≤ y implies y ∈ T .
(iii) L \ I = (F  G +)+ as
y ∈ (F  G +)+ iff ¬y < F  G +
iff ∃k < G + ¬y→ k ∈ F
iff ∃k ¬k ∈ G and y ⊕ k = ¬y→ k ∈ F
iff ∃k k ∈ G ∗ and y ⊕ k ∈ F
iff (y ⊕ G ∗) ∩F , ∅
Hence we have
T = L \ I = (F  G +)+ = F ⊗ G .

10. Connecting the pieces
In this section we consider how the algebras LˆP and LˆQ are related to one another when
P ⊆ Q. And we consider the connection with the quotient L/P.
Definition 10.1. LetF be a prime lattice filter and P a prime implication filter that prop-
erly contains K(F ). qP(F ) is the unique P-coset C such that C ∩F , ∅ , C \F .
Theorem 10.2. Let P ( Q be two prime implication filters. Then
ηˆPQ : LˆP → L/Q
defined by
ηˆPQ(F ) = qQ(F )
is an MV-morphism.
Proof. It is enough to do the case when L = L/P.
First we show that q(F +) = ¬q(F ).
Let x ∈ F ∩ q(F ). Then ¬x < F + as ¬2x = x ∈ F . But ¬x ∈ ¬q(F ) and so
¬q(F ) \F + , ∅.
If x ∈ q(F ) \F then ¬x ∈ F + and so ¬q(F ) ∩F + , ∅.
Now we want to show that
q(F  G ) = q(F )→ q(G ).
We saw in the proof that K(F  G ) = K(F ) that if b ∈ q(G ) \ G and a ∈ q(F ) ∩ F that
a→ b < F  G . Also if b′ ∈ q(G ) ∩ G and a′ ∈ q(F ) \F then a′ → b′ ∈ F  G .
Hence the coset q(F ) → G crosses the boundary of F  G and so must be q(F  
G ). 
Note that we also have an MV-morphism ιP : L/P→ LˆP defined by
ιP([a]P) = Pa
Theorem 10.3. If L/P is non-discrete then ιP is an injective MV-morphism.
Proof. We know that Pa = Pb iff ηP(a) = ηP(b) and so ι must be injective.
From proposition 4.2 and proposition 8.6 we know that Pa  Pb = η−1P [Pa/P  
Pb/P] = η−1P [][aP], 1]  ][b]P, 1]] = η
−1
P [[[a → b]P, 1]] ≡ ηP[][a → b]P, 1]]. Hence ι
preserves .
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And P+a = η
−1
P [][a]P, 1]
+] = η−1P [[[¬a]P, 1]] ≡ η−1P [][¬a]P, 1]] = P¬a and so ι preserves
negation. 
And finally we put the pieces together and see that LˆP interpolates ηPQ : L/P→ L/Q.
Theorem 10.4. The composite mapping
L/P ιP- LˆP ηˆPQ- L/Q
is just [a]P 7→ [a]Q.
Proof. It suffices to show that P ( Q implies qQ(Pa) = [a]Q. Let q ∈ Q \ P and so there is
some f < Pa such that q→ f ∈ Pa.
We know that Pa/P =][a]P, 1] and so f ≤P a. Hence f ≤Q a. As q → f ∈ Pa we have
a <P q→ f and so a ≤Q q→ f .
As [ f ]Q = [q→ f ]Q we have [ f ]Q = [a]Q is the Q-boundary coset. 
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